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There's an ambitious flight—stated like that. But what
I mean is taking some two or three obvious subjects as a
link; some subject which would enable you to dispense
with the particular and accidental in each poet (except
where you want to use it) and so get at the stuff of poetry
in each. This reads rather chaotically, but perhaps you
take my meaning. When you talk of a poet being in the
first rank—what do you mean? Why do you give a 4-
to both Sappho and Dante? What I want is that sort of
question posed and answered, answered in large measure
by rather lavish quotation—a thing you do very well
almost always. I don't think you must confine this to the
quintessential lines, nor on the other hand give too
extended passages, but rather quote a good number of
separate ones each with the poet's unmistakable hallmark,
and so by comparing hallmarks let us see what really
makes precious metal. I don't see why, to take one thing,
you couldn't make the quality of great blank verse, of the
ode, the short lyric, the narrative, etc., in Greece, Rome,
Italy, England, emerge in this way. How interesting, for
example, to have the supreme Dante narratives set against
the Iliad and Milton. So with a dozen other things, but—
and this is my point—always keeping^ the heights and
not being led off into dissertation about Shakespearian and
^Eschylean Tragedy and that sort of thing, but keeping
your eye, and ours, firmly set on the poetry* So easy and
tempting to go off on to those bypaths—very interesting
to pursue and most important to have explored. But what
I want is the sheer undiluted poetry—ruling out the lower
classes such as satire and didactic poetry and all that, and
shedding off successive forms tifl you get up into the
aether. Which phrase suggests that your favourite Shelley
will get more than his due- But you know I don't mean
thatl
WeU now, do you see anything in all this? Many lines
of Affinity will occur to you at once and are no doubt
already pigeon-holed in your mind* And tie framing of
canons tor Class « would give you great pleasure. This

